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DEPARTMENTAL EXAMINATIONS 

THE JAIL TEST PART – I (a) INDIAN PENAL CODE 

(With Books) 

Maximum Time : 30 minutes Maximum Marks : 20 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS 

DESCRIPTIVE TYPE 
Â›ÁõÚ Âøh¯ÎUS® ÁøP ÂÚõzuõÒ 

 Read the following instructions carefully before beginning to answer the questions. 
 ÂÚõUPÐUS Âøh¯ÎUP öuõh[S® •ß¦ RÌUPsh AÔÄøμPøÍ PÁÚ©õP £iUPÄ®. 

1. Answers in excess of the prescribed number of questions appearing at the end of the answer 
book will not be valued. 

 ÂøhPøÍ SÔ¨¤mkÒÍ GsoUøPUS AvP©õP GÊv°¸¨¤ß, ÂøhzuõÎß CÖv°À EÒÍ 

AvP GsoUøP°»õÚ ÂøhPÒ ©v¨¥k ö\´¯¨£hõx. 

2. Answer should be in brief and to the point and need not be a verbatim reproduction of 
printed pages. (Applicable for tests to be answered ‘‘with books’’ only). 
ÂøhPÒ _¸UP©õPÄ®, ÂÚõÂØS E›¯ AÍÂ¾® C¸UP ÷Ásk®. ¦zuPzvÀ EÒÍÁØøÓ 

A¨£i÷¯ ÁõºzøuUS Áõºzøu v¸®£ GÊuU Thõx. (CUSÔ¨¦ ¦zuP[PÐhß GÊx® 

÷uºÂØS ©mk® ö£õ¸¢x®) 

3. In case of doubt, English version is the final. 

 ÂÚõUPÎÀ \¢÷uPª¸¨¤ß B[Q» ÁiÂÀ öPõkUP¨£mkÒÍ ÂÚõUP÷Í CÖv¯õÚx.  

Answer any FOUR questions. 

 GøÁ÷¯Ý® |õßS ÷PÒÂPÐUS Âøh¯ÎUPÄ®. (4  5 = 20) 

 Descriptive questions : 

 Â›ÁõÚ  Âøh u¸P : 

1. Explain in details about public servant. 

ö£õx FÈ¯ß £ØÔ ÂÍUSP. 
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2. What are the various kinds of punishment? Explain. 

ushøÚPÎß £À÷ÁÖ ÁøPPÒ £ØÔ ÂÍUSP. 

3. Explain in details the limit of punishment of offence made up of several offences. 

£À÷ÁÖ SØÓ[PÒ ÷\º¢u J¸ SØÓzvØS›¯ ushøÚ°ß Áμ®¦ £ØÔ ÂÍUSP. 

4. Explain in detail the Act done in good faith for benefit of child or insane person by or by 
consent of guardian.  

Põ¨£õÍμõÀ AÀ»x AÁμx \®©uzvß ÷£›À SÇ¢øu°ß AÀ»x ¦zv _ÁõwÚ©ØÓ J¸Á›ß 

|»ÝUPõP |Àö»snzxhß ö\´¯¨£k® ö\´øP. 

5. Explain in detail the right of private defence of the body and of property. 

Ehø»²® ö\õzøu²® ö£õÖzu uØPõ¨¦ E›ø© £ØÔ ÂÍUSP. 

6. Explain in detail when the right of private defence of the body extends to causing death. 

Ehø»¨ ö£õÖzu uØPõ¨¦ E›ø©¯õÚx ©μn® ÂøÍÂUS® AÍÄUS G¨÷£õx }iUQÓx. 
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